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Section 1  THE BASICS • Unit 1.4  ACCOMODATION

Camping, weather and temperatures

In a campsite

Bungalow, 

bungalow

Camper, 

campeggiatore

Camping site, 

campeggio

Caravan/camper, 

roulotte

Fire, falò

Garbage bin, 

bidone spazzatura

Launderette, zona 

lavanderia

Mosquito net, 

zanzariera

Pitch, piazzola

Rain coat, giacca 

a vento

Trailer, rimorchio

Water bottle, 

borraccia

The weather
Breeze, brezza

Cloudy, nuvoloso

Drizzle, pioggia 
leggera

Hurricane, 
uragano

Misty, con foschia

Rainy, piovoso

Sleet, nevischio

Snowy, nevoso

Thunder, tuono

Windy, ventoso

barbecue rain boots

tent

rope

sleeping bag

mobile home

torch

thermos 
flask

chilly bin

foggy sunny tornado

showery hail lightning

boiling

wet humid

frost dry

hot

warm

cool

cold

freezingcamper van
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 1 Complete the sentences with an appropriate word.

 1. If you are driving and you can’t see the road in front of you, it means it is better to pull over, as the  

................................ is too thick.

 2. If it’s raining a lot, it is a .................................

 3. When the temperature goes below zero you are likely to find ................................ on the roads.

 4. During the night, if it is cold or ................................, a coat called ................................ can cover leaves and grass.

 5. When it is very cold, rain turns into .................................

 6. When you hear a loud noise, it is a .................................

 7. If it is ................................, let’s go to the beach!

 8. In the desert in summer it must be .................................

 2 Read the sentences and choose the correct option. Then, listen and correct.

 1. If it rains a lot it’s not a good idea to camp in a tent/motorhome/caravan.

 2. A launderette is where you can cook food/get water/wash your clothes. 

 3. When you sleep in a tent you sleep on the floor/in a sleeping bag/on a pillow.

 4. To warm yourself up while camping you may light a barbecue/fire/shower. 

 5. When you go on a walking camping experience it is better to put your clothes in a suitcase/handbag/

backpack.

 6. When you go for an excursion don’t forget to put water in your box/jar/water bottle.

 7. If you think you will have to walk in the dark it’s essential you have a torch/light/fire. 

 8. You can keep the perishable food in a thermos flask/water bottle/chilly bin.

Rotonda West is a residential 

community, minutes from some  

of Florida’s finest beaches, water 

sports, fishing and golf facilities.  

A number of excellent  

1. ............................ and supermarkets 

are within easy reach as well as 

America’s major chain stores.

Twin Palms Villa has a master  

suite with king sized bed and  

2. ............................ with twin sinks  

and wc. Patio doors lead to the 

solar heated pool. This room has  

a 3. ............................ and a 32’ flat 

screen HDTV. The second 

bedroom has a queen sized bed 

also with its own  

4. ............................ leading to the pool 

area. Bedroom three is equipped 

with twin single beds. 

The screened private pool is solar 

heated and faces west. Additional 

electric pool heating is available 

from October to March. There is a 

large covered patio area with 

lighting and ceiling fans for ‘al 

fresco’ dining with a table and six 

chairs. A gas powered  

5. ............................ is available for your 

use and the gas is provided free of 

charge. Sun loungers are supplied 

for soaking up the Florida sunshine. 

The property is surrounded on 

both sides by wooded lots with 

woods also at the rear. This 

ensures that the pool is private  

and not overlooked.

The Lounge area is comfortably 

furnished with a three-seater and 

two two-seater sofas. There is a 

46’ HD flat screen TV. The villa is 

supplied with free 10 Mbps wireless 

internet and free 6. .............................

The kitchen is fully equipped with 

American 7. ............................ with ice 

dispenser and filtered cold water. 

An oven with ceramic hob,  

8. ............................, microwave oven, 

waste disposal, toaster, blender 

and filter coffee machine are 

included. There is a washing 

machine and tumble drier.

The dining area seats six and a 

further set of patio doors lead from 

this area to the heated pool.  

The pool area has direct access  

to the family bathroom.

All rooms are 9. ............................  

and have ceiling fans.

An integral two-car garage with 

automatic door opener is available 

for easy parking.

All 10. ............................ and towels  

are included. Pool towels are also 

available. Three bikes are available 

in the garage with beach chairs 

and sun parasol. There are two 

sets of golf clubs, tennis rackets 

and balls.

 3 Read this ad for a rental villa and fill in with the 

correct words.

bed linen  ■  barbecue  ■  refrigerator/freezer  ■  

walk in wardrobe  ■  patio doors  ■  en suite shower 

rooms  ■  restaurants  ■  local and national calls  ■  

dishwasher  ■  air conditioned
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